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HISTORY, THE MEMORIES OF
HUMANKIND-STORED AND STORIED
"Life can be beautiful," echoes in our ears as an escapist theme of
the mid-twentieth century soap operas. In spite of this sentimental
mis-attachment, the truth of the slogan is wholly acceptable to all of
humanity save the emotionally disoriented. But life isn't always
beautiful.
Life can be fun. This, too, we can generally accept. But all of life
is not either humorous or laughable.
Life can be tragic. Ah, yes! But in any careful analysis of anyone's
life, even of Job's, the tragic is episodic, brilliantly penetrating the
continuing consciousness. And all tragedy ends .
Life is not all work, or all play, or all joy, or all sorrow. Life is
indeed a carefully experienced balance of the many activities and
emotions-and memories .
And therein is history; for life is history, the memories of humankind, stored and storied. vVhat life is, history is; and what life is not,
history should not be, either.
History can be beautiful; history can be fun . History is tragic only
when it is seen to be so. Above all, as life was meant to be enjoyed
in its totality, and not in seeking moments of extreme enjoyment to
be sustained beyond their time, so also is history to be appreciated
in its largest expressions, and not alone in the intensification and
glorification of the single event. History is the re-creation of life.
History is the recreation of life .
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CHARLES

c.

BRADY

FROM HANNIBAL TO THE
GOLD FIELDS IN 1849
THE REMINISCENCES OF CHARLES C. BRADY
PART

Edited By

II

GLENN PRICE

In 191 4, near the end of a long life, Charles C. Brady put in writing what
he remembered of his experience as a forty-niner. He had been a youth
of eighteen in that year of the great emigration. His fath er, a leading
citizen of Hannibal , Missouri, was in a somewhat unsatisfactory financial
condition at that time and thought to improve it by taking advantage of
the providential discovery of extensive gold fields in California. As they
traveled up the North Platte, they found themselves part of a multitude
crossing the plains, with the many trains forming almost a continuous
moving line. Early in July th ey crossed the Great Divide, South Pass.
Brady's recollections of the adventure of his youth continue:
For a day or two rafter crossing South Pass] our ro ad was over some hills, none very
high , but soon b ecame more broken and rocky. At one place we h ad to let the wagon
clown a slope of rock too steep for horses to go down . By tying our picket ropes to the
hind axle a nd all hands holding onto them we got the wagons clown safely. The horses
were led single file down through a crevise in the rock. We passed some very rocky
mountains, having scarcely any vegetation on them. The road wound arround the hills
and was generally over good ground, but was very crooked.
Someone told me that Salt Lake could be seen from the top of a high mountain
off to the left of the road and I wanted to try it, so I rode toward the mountain, and
had to cross some d ee p r avin es and high ridges before reaching it, and then I could
see o nl y a sm all speck of glistening water. It was ninty miles off. \1\Th en I thought of
going back to the road, I could see dust rising from trave l on it, but to reach it I saw
that I would have to go over some very rough country. il\lh en I laid out my course
and got my landmarks I had to keep it too, or be lost in the mountains. The route
I had picked out was not so bad though. One ridge I h ac! to cross, the ascent was
gradual and over ground not very rocky; when I got to the top the descent was steep
an d over loose shale. I had to lead my horse down and sometimes we would slide with
the loose stones twenty or thirty feet. It was a gradual slope and [we] got to the bottom
of it safely, and reached the road ahead of our wagons. They h ac! camped at a spring,
earlier than usual on account of some good grass. I was told by men of the first tra in
th at came along that our train h ad camped about three miles back, and then by every
other train that I m et, so I was in no danger of being lost.
i'Vhile we were at this camp a Mexican indian came and complained of b eing
ailing and asked for whiskey. We had none, and Dr. Nelson poured about a halfteacup full of alcohol into a tin cup, and told the fellow to go to the spring and fill
the cup half full of water. The man started but before h e got h alfway, swallowed the
alcohol. It burned his throat as it went clown, and h e began to roll on the ground
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yelling he was poisoned. The Dr. went to him and made [him] drink water and he soon
became quiet.
The man h ad a bow made of Rocky mountain goats horns and a set of iron pointed
arrows which I wanted badly. The bow was form ed by joining strips from horns at the
middle with a glue which was stro ng and waterproof. The indian showed us how to
string the bow, and then h e asked me to string it. It was clone by placing one end on the
ground holding the other upright and with a kn ee springing the bow into a bend and
catching the stri ng looped over the other encl. I tried it and failed the first time; the
bow was too stiff. He offered to sell it to me for $2 .50 but I didn't have it.
vVe had to cross a sanely desert before r eaching Gree n river, about fifty miles wide
without water or grass. It was here that I had a touch of mountain fever, was dizzy and
sick. McDonald sa id the cure for it was tartar emetic and gave me a close wh ich made
me sicker and vomited some and went to sleep and felt pretty well nex t morning.
Mormons h ad a ferry a t Green river where we crossed and paid two dollars a wagon,
swimming the horses. After crossing the river we wanted to r est the tean< and farther
on the lookout found some good grazing off a short distance from the road, and we
drove out to a good camping place. The m en all went with the horses a mile or so
farther to a little valley where there was good grass for th e horses, leaving me alone
at the camp.
The men had been gone only a short time when nin e indians came and began begging
for gun caps a nd matches. I told them no, but th ey kn ew better and kept saying "Caps,
Matches." I was sitting in the front end of the wagon with a shotgun across my knees;
soon one of them began to get into the hind end of th e wagon. That frighten ed me and
I got clown and went to a scrub cedar tree on a siclehill about tw enty steps away and
squatted with my back against it, holding my gun on my lap with the mu zzle towards
the wagon. I thought they might ha ve what they wa nted if they wou ld only leave me
alone. After I had left the wagon the one who had begun to climb into it stopped; and
another one said something in a low vo ice, and started away walking slowly. ' 'Vhen he
l1acl gone a little piece another started, and then another till all of them were going,
slow at first, but before they got out of sight they were going in a clog trot. The last I
saw of them they were going over a hill half a mile away. I felt greatly relieved. The men
came back a short while after sundown with the horses well grazed.
The wagon trail follow ed valleys when possible, making a crooked road, and sometimes would turn abruptly to right or left. At one such turn a wellworn p a th kept
straight ahead. I took it but it soon began to grow dim, and I susp ected that others
had gone on it but finding that they were going away from the wago n road, turned off
towards the road. I did and came to th e road aga in ; it was on ly three miles.
'We were now in a country where the waters sometimes flow ed into the gulf of
California, and sometimes into the Columbia river , th ence into th e Pacific ocean.
vVe crossed the Colorado river at another ferry kept by rviormons. It was a t the head
of a cafion and ran very swiftly and was clear water. After leaving the waters of Colorado river we came to where they flowed into the Columbia . No, Bear riv er emptied
into Salt Lake. vVe reached it where Ogden now stands and went north till we came
to the big bend. The ri ver heads west of Salt Lake and flows n orth to this b end th en
south to th e Lake arrou nd a chain of mountains.
This is a volcanic country, or was, an d there [are] some evidences of fire not far
below the surfa ce now. On the bank of the river a hot spring bursts forth and steam
escapes with a noise like that made by the steam from the escape pipe of a Mississippi
river steamboat. It is called steamboat spring. Pretty close to this hot spring is a
coldwater spring. At this bend is a lot of springs called soda springs in a small valley
with some scrubb y trees scattered over it, looking at a distance like an old orachard.
The water of the springs has in it some min erals which are deposited a rround the
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edges of the springs making a wall at some of them two or three fee t high. Gas comes
up throu gh th e wa ter makin g it foam and bubble like soda water. The water has a
slightly punge nt taste like stale small-beer; [it] also has a miner al flavor, and was
n ot good to drink.
The road fork ed h ere, one lead ing to Ft. Hall going in a northerly direction, the
other westerly. Many companies cliviclecl up here, some wanting to go one road and
some the o ther. Some going so far even as to saw their wagons in two and dividing
the tea m s. Stover left Dr. Nelson h ere and joined i •Vm. Muldrow's train, taking·
two h orses and h alf of the provisions.
Our road ran n early clue west from this camp and at first it [ran] accross an old
lava bed. The bed in cooling h ad open ed cra cks at the surface, some of them more
than ten fee t accross, how dee p I couldn't say as at places I couldn't see the bottom,
at others the bottom was in sight, and I saw bu ffa lo bones lying on the bottom.
Our road now ran through som e very hilly country, accross streams flowin g into
th e Columbia river and more trees grew on th e slopes and b anks of the creeks. The
other ro ad , the one ca lled the Ft. H all route, was the old Orego n trail, and came into
California at the northern p art of the state.
On the waters of Goose river we camped one evening near a camp of indi ans. They
h ad some patches of corn and pumpkins growing·, they were fri endly, and the chief
made us a visit. H e brought a p iece of wood that he wanted a hole put through it
for a quirt h andl e. F ather h ad a Brace and bitts and bored a hole through the h andle
pretty quick. It m ad e the indians eyes bug ot;t, but h e was much pleased and thanked
father a nd went back to his vill age, and came back soon with another handle to be
bored and fath er bored a hole through that too. The chief was so pleased that h e asked
fat her to go with him to his village and tried to fit him with a pair of mocasins, but
h ad n o ne big enough. He was very sorrow and wanted us to stay there till next clay
a nd h e would h ave a p air made and orn ame nted with quils and beads. This village
was in the p art marke[cl] on old maps as "Snake indians." I asked one indian if h e
belonged to the tribe of Sn ake indians; h e grunted out "no no Sho-sho-nee."
\ •Ve had pretty good roads with a general direction west toward [the] Humboldt
river following that stream to where it sinks or disappears in a low flat b elow sea
level. The ri ver was clear and low in water as it was in August when we reached it,
and we crossed it several times, keeping on the best roadway side. This country has
fire under it not far below the surface in some places. One clay I saw a stream of
water, a spring bran ch off a piece to the left of the road. It looked good and I got off
my horse to ge t a drink from th e spring from which it flowed. It was in a little fl a t
grassy place, the water coming out of a tuft of grass a foot or more high. I walked
out to it and stooped to drink, putting one hand into the branch for support. It was
wa rm and made me jump; not hot en ough to burn, but enough to scare me. Going
b ack accross the flat, I found it gave as I trod on it, and I sprang up and clown as boys
do on thin ice and it would wave some like the ice would.
I carried a fish line in my p ocket and tried fishing in the river, but didn't h ave
much luck. Caught a trout about six inch es long one clay; had a grasshopper for b ait.
It was the first trout I ever saw.
As I was riding over the sage-covered plain, looking for or hoping to ge t a shot a t a
sagehen, I came to a low fence built of sagebrush . I rode arrouncl it till I came to a gap
and a hole some two feet de ep in it; then I was sure I knew what it meant. It was a trap
to catch grasshoppers. The fence enclosed an acre or two and I supposed h ad b een
build arrouncl a drove of grasshoppers or locusts; when they were enclosed they were
driven to the pit and were trapped . iVe had seen a drove of these locusts on the road .
They were fat and almost as big as my thumb and couldn't climb out of wagon ruts
an d the wagon wheels crush ed them , making a greasy mud. The india ns ate them.
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They put them into loosely woven willow baskets, and shaking them over a blazing
fire till the legs and wings were scorched off, they were then mixed with coarse grass
seeds and pounded into a stiff dough, then baked into bread. I was told the bread
had a rich nutty flavor. I never ate any of it to know for myself.
The road clown Humboldt river was generally over good ground and we made
pretty good time; our horses were growing thin, but our load was getting lighter and
father bega n to feed them a little flour, and as our own flour was getting low we bought
some from other trains that [had] too much and wanted to lighten their load. One sack
of 100 pounds we bought for four doll ars, and one sack for eight, the last one from
\>Vm. Muldrow .
'"'e were now in a thieving indian country and put out guards at night for fear
our stock would be stolen . "\>\le camped with some other company sometimes for safety.
One night we camped with Mulclrows train consisting of thirty wagons. At night the
wagons were put end to end forming a corral leaving an opening· on one side, so
the cattle could be driven in or out. About nine o'clock the stock were driven into the
corral and a guard put at the gap. I with another boy were guards for the latter part
of the night. It was growing cool and we layecl clown behind a low bank, with our feet
toward the wagon and our heads about two fe et apart and talked to each other so as
to keep awake. Someone shook me awake-we both had gone to sleep-! opened my
eyes and my partner whispered to me that the stock were all gone. There wasn't a hoof
in sight. '"'e were badly frightened, and went to see if we could find a trace of them.
They were not far away in among the willows grazing. vVe went back to camp, and
as it was near daylight some of the men had got up and were making fires to get
breakfast. We didn't say anything about the stock going out, and they thought that
we had driven them out to graze.
At a hilly place the road left the river going apparently north, to avoid some
bluffs. A path ran nearly straight ahead and I supposed that it was a cutoff and took it.
I travelled it for awhile but I ceased, but I went on in the direction it ran till I cam e
to the river. There was no sign of anybody being near, and it was after sundown. I began
to study the situation and how to r each the road, and thought the best way would be to
take a course at right angles to the one I had been going, and as I couldn't well b e
guided by hills-there was no trees-! took the stars for my guide, and when I had
come n ear to where I thought the road ought to b e, I got off my horse and led him,
so that I might know when I came to th e road by fe eling the dust, as the surface of
the ground was caked harder.
"\>\Then I r eached the road I had to do some thinking to know which way to go.
"\>Vhile I was undetermined as to the right direction, I head some driver of oxe n call
to his team , and soon somebody called out hello. I answrecl and a man rode up to m e.
It was the captain of an Arkansas train. I had rod e with him some time before and
kn ew his voice. He said his train would stop there until morning, and told m e th at I
had better stay with them as there were indians about and th ey had attacked trains
in camp at the river and had wounded a man the night before. I thought he was
bluffing, so I told him that I would go on alone. I led my horse so I could ke ep in the
road, and about four o'clock in the morning reached the river and found our train
in camp. I was very hungry, I had h ad nothing to eat since breakfast the clay before.
I was told they had nothing cooked and as it was near daylight I began to get breakfast.
All of them treated me coolly but didn' t scold me. I macl[e] good coffee and did my
best on tha t breakfast and they all got in a good humor.
Before reaching the "Sink" I rode to the river, nearl y a mile from the road just
to see how it sank. It was running in a small stream some thirty or forty fee t b elow
the surface through a black soil into which it was gradually disappearing. A few miles
furth er along the water, when the river was higher from spring rains, spread over a
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large fl at marsh, covered with a cane or coarse grass. \1\lh en I started from the river
to return to the road I found th e greater part of the flat had been burnt over, the
roots of the cane and grass were several feet dee p and in man y places the fir e h ad
burned clown that dee p making it risky to ride over it.
vVe camped at the "Sink" and some indians cut grass somewh ere away from campthere was none in sight- and sold it to us for horsefeed, at two bits a load, and a load
was enough for two horses. 11\'e. filled our empty alcohol keg with water for drinking
and cooking purposes; the desert was a little more than fifty miles accross, with no
grass or water except some hot springs h alfway. \J\Ie camped at these hot springs for
th e night, and when we got out our keg of water found that it h ad so much fusil o il
in it we co uldn' t use it. The wood of the keg had absorbed the oil out of the alcohol.
\1\Te drank a little only of it, it was poisonous. I fill ed the kettle for making coffee out
of th e hot spring, and wh en I set it over the fire, it b egan to sing, and soon boiled.
None of us drank much coffee, it had a b ad flavor. The big spring I go t water out of
was som e ten feet w ide and eighteen or twenty feet long. It was not boiling hot but
nearl y and was in rock bare for man y yards arrouncl.
About twenty feet from a big· spring was a geyser. It wo uld overflow sometime a nd
th e water would sink into the sand; it could be reach ed by digging. It was cool enough
to dr ink, but was so badly impregnated with minerals that it was not drinkable. Some
of the early immigr ants h ad put out b oxes or b arrels sunk into the ground and filled
them with water to cool for those coming behind them ; others added to them, until!
there were many and when anyone used the water they would refill them, so cool ed
water was in plenty for teams. I[t] wasnt good but the cattle and horses drank a
little of it.
It was told of my Arkansas captain that he came to the spring a little ahead of
his train , and clipped a cupfull for a drink, findin g it n early boiling hot, h e turned
arrouncl towards his train and h alowecl out, "drive on, drive on boys, h ell aint a half
mil e from here."
The geyser came into action b efore we went to sleep. \1\Th en I h eard a rumbling I
went to it to see what it meant. The rumblin g co uld be h eard dee p clown. The noise
could b e h ear d for a short while, then would cease for a spell, then begin agai n , at
each recurrance the sound would be nearer the su rface, till fin all y it would come to
the surface, throwin g· water up higher and high er till it threw it up ten feet. E ach
time some of the water would flow away and gradu all y grow less and less, and at each
recu rring flow fall back into the vent and finall y rest again. I studied out the cause
of the eruption: gass formin g clown in the earth b eing lighter than air would try to
rise but was p arti ally confined by water continually flowin g into the ve nt, accumulating
suffi ciently to ch eck the flow of esca ping gass, till enough gass formed to force its way
out through the water. And then the water wo uld overflow till there was not enough
to h old back the gass. And this was repeated every three or four hours.
\ >Ve started earl y in the morning for Truckee river and without breakfas t. vVe reach ed
the river b efore sundown and took the horses from th e wagons. I was to lea d two of
them and father told me to let them h ave only a little water at first. I wanted water
so b ad ly m yself that I just layecl clown and put my head into the water and swallowed
till I go t enough and by that time the horses had enough too. Neither I or the horses
suffered from our indulge nce.
Our route followed up Truckee river, which was quite crooked and the road crossed
it twenty seven times in twen ty five miles by r eason of so little ground level enoug·h to
travel over. It would sometimes be on one side, then on the other. The fords were
gen er ally good, but some times rocky, the last being the worst. The water ran swiftly
and the bed of the river was covered with large boulders worn smoth and rounded,
m akin g· the footing of oxen or horses bad; so b ad that in crossing they would fall one
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or more go clown at a time. Some men with ox teams helped us over by hitching
their team to the picket ropes tied to the end of wagon tongues. I was horseback
and started to cross below the ford where I thought the bottom was smoother; half
way over my horse fell and went clown under water. I went clown too; got onto my
feet about the same time my horse did and waded out leading him. My hat wem clown
stream. It >vas a straw hat and was nearly out of season anyway, and I had a cap in
the wagon.
In crossi ng a little valley I saw what I thought was a big spider and got off my horse
to have a closer look at it. I took two short sticks and turned it over on its back, and
held it clown with a stick on one leg and opened its mouth with the other stick. It had
two white teeth or fangs and bit or snapped at the stick. Father came along just
then and asked me what I had found. It flash ed into m y mind at (the) moment that
it was a tarantula and I jumped away from it quick.
There were some small grassy valleys along our route up the T ru ckee, and one
large one called twenty mile vall ey, border ed with pine trees growi ng on the hillsides
and said to have a band of wild horses in it. There was none in sight, however.
I came accross a patch of wild on ions one clay, and pulled up my h at half fu ll. That
night we had a treat, as it was the only vegetable we hac! for three months. Another
time I found some reel currents, or I thought they were; they looked like currents and
the bushes and leaves looked like them too; but on tas ting them I concluded that they
were not. They were slightly sweet, an d had a flat disagreeable tast and I cliclnt eat
them. Father came along and asked me about the fruit and said he hac! eaton some
and they were making him sick. I persuaded him to take my horse and ride to the camp
ahead of us and tell Dr Nelson. 'When I reached camp the doctor hac! given him a
remedy and he was some better. Before he got to camp he became very sick and nearly
blind. A man came from a camp near us for the Dr to treat a man in his camp who
h ac! eaton the fruit and was in a worse state than father. Both were well enough to
travel the next clay.
Before leaving Truckee river the trail passed the cabins the "Donner party" h ac!
erected in which to spend the winter a few years before. Stumps of trees arrouncl
the cabins were some eight fe et and some twelve, bearing eviclense of there b eing
deep snow when they were chopped clown . General Karn ey passing with a regiment
of U.S. soldiers in 1850 ordered them [the cabins] to be burned. It will be remembered
that the people of California sent a party out to rescue the Donner party. Father met
some members of that rescue party in San J ose and had a talk with them, also a girl
who was one brought in by the rescuers. A man he talked with told him some incidents
of the journey which they made on foot accross the Sierra Nevada Mountains. They
crossed the mountains near the pass over which we did and carried provisions on
their backs over a very deep snow, and [when] they found th e cabins many of the
party had perished from want of food. After feeding the people that were ali ve a few
d ays, all started on a return trip. The man who talked with father carried a girl on
his back that was too weak to walk, and he said that befor e they got out of the mountains he grew so tired of his burden that he wanted to get riel of it, and decided to
drop the chile! off and not look back. He die!, so he said, but when h e started to go
on h e would pitch forward and fall. He hac! been carrying th e girl so long that after
dropping her off he couldn't travel with out her weight to ballance him, and he made
his way back to h er and put her upon his back again. Father saw this girl in San Jose ;
she hac! both feet frozen and she walked on the stubs left. She hac! been married several
years and had three children.
The pass accross the Sierra Nevada mts where we crossed was easil y travelled by
teams till we got near the top and our horses were [so] p oor and weak that we thought
they coulclnt haul the wagon up. Before this we hac! loaned our wagon to a man that
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wanted a lighter one, so h e left his and hitched his oxen to ours, agreeing to leave it
where we could find it, and we joined with Dr Nelson. 'i•Ve took what was left of our
load a nd carri ed it over the ridge. Also took our wago n apart and carried over piecemeal, all but the box which all four of us carried. One of my pieces was a forewh eel
which grew so h eavy I thought I wou ld never make it. I would roll it a few feet and
sit clown to rest, then I would try it again, ti ll I finall y r eached the top and the stee p
grade was only about a hundred ya rds. It was easier going down the west side of the
mountains, nearly all clown hill. I went off apiece from the trail to see a little lake and
found some wild cherries ripe and they looked good to me; I got my h at half full and got
on my horse b efore tas ting them, when I did I found them awfully bitter and threw
them away .
Dr N elson and fath er concluclecl to pack some of our clothing and bedding on the
horses, and we stopped near a small lake surrounded by coarse grass which we thoug"llt
would b e good for th e horses while we were getting r eady to pack. vVe hac! to m ake
packsaddl es and usee! part of the wagon for that purpose, and used our picket ropes
for p ackropes.
After starting· on our journey again we found that th e coarse grass they h ac! feel
upon h ad given our horses scours and we couldn' t r elieve them. 'We made out to g et
to Grass Valley, n ear the first mining, before any of the horses died. Two di ed in Grass
Valle y. 'ii\Te went on to Deer Creek and camped.
Ther e was a grocery store there and we found our wagon. Father made [a] "cradle"
for washing out gold, out of boards from our wagon which we hac! used as a false
bottom to slee p upon when travelling. H e hac! nearly finish ed the cradl e, whe n a man
came along and offered him forty dollars for it. H e solei it, as he had enough lumber
for another, and we were out of money too. All the cash we had was twenty cents which
I hac!; and to m ake matters worse, th at night before fath er r eali zed from his sale,
G. 'i•V. Hawkins came to stay with us overnight. vVe had enough bacon and bought
flour w ith m y twenty cents and hac! eno ugh for supper and breakfast, and Buck
Hawkins never knew how close to th e wall we wer e.
There was some mining at this camp, but we h eard that diggins were good on
Yuba ri ver and father had finish ed the cradle [so] we started for th e Yuba. On the
wa y, I as usual b ecame se parated from the others. They got ah ead of me. I came to a
dim trail leading to the river and follow ed it to the river and found two men mining,
who told me that our p arty hadnt come clown at that place. It was about noon and
they invited me to stay and eat dinner with them. Atfer dinn er I started to climb to
. the ridge of the mountains, to find the trail of our party. About halfway up I came
to where some p eople hac! camped, and in the ashes left by them were b ear tracks.
The hair bega n to crawl on my h ead and I ran away from there and in runnin g lost
my butch er knife which I hac! been carrying in a scabbard fastened to my b elt. I w as
following up a b ench a little over half way to the top, and met some people [on]
horseback. They told me th at our folks h ad camped at a spring about three miles
furth er along·.- These p eople were mountaineers, n ot miners.- I went on up to the
top and came to th e trail made by our wagon and follow ed it up for awhile but clark
came on and I lost it. I h ad some paper and a p encil and wrote a notice saying tha t
I h ac! gone farther along and at what time and fastened it to a tree . Then I we nt up
the ridge and not finding them returned to the place where I hac! left the notice and
gave a h allo . I was answered by someone not far away and looking toward th e place
the answer came from, I saw a fir e. It was our party. T h ey had been to the river and
had r eturned after I had passed.
vVe went clown to the river n ext morning, and located a claim and bega n our first
gold mining. None of us had any knowledge of how gold was to be gotten out of the
earth, or how found, but hac! to learn by observation, and from others who had been
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in the country longer than we. Our claim was along the bank of [the] Yuba river
and consisted of a bar of gravel and clay formed by the water when it was higher,
leaving a deposit.
Right here I may as well tell about placer mining. It is the only sort we worked at.
Free gold is the kind found in gravel and clay deposits, and is separated from the
gravel and earth by the use of water in some sort of vessel. Our first was the cradle or
rocker, the kind in general use in early mining in California.
The cleposites of free gold were along water cources which on the western slope of
the Sierra Nevada mountains flowed in a westward direction generly, cutting accross
old deposits whose general direction was North East and South ·west. The o ld deposits
were made ages past, and the surface of the country has changed greatly since. Gold
being heavy naturaly sinks or gravitates towards the "bedrock" and is found mostly
on the rock or near it. In some diggins much earth and gravel has to be removed
before reaching "pay dirt," and others only a few feet has to be got rid of.
In our first claim we washed all the dirt, throwing out all large stones. It was only
about a foot and a half from the top to "bee\ rock."
We worked out our claim on Yuba river and got some six hundred dollars out of
it, and as the rainy season was about to set in, we moved from the river to the mountain
above, and father went to Sacramento to lay in provisions for winter, John and myself
remaining on Deer Creek.
Soon after father started, rain begun to fall and kept falling almost every clay, and
we heard some say that the ground hac\ become so soft and water-soaked that all·n·avel
either by wagon or pack mules hac\ stopped and no provisions could be carried to
mining camps. vVe waited though to hear from father until our grub gave out. '1\Te went
to a camp that we heard had plenty, to buy some . They would only sell us some flour
to go away on if we would promise to go, and only ten pounds at three dollars a pound.
'When they weighed the flour they had put thirteen pounds in the sack, and let us
have it all.
We waited to hear from father till that was eaten, and then had to go. We started
for Sacramento with five others, packing our tent and most all of our bedding on a
mule and an ox. It was still raining ocasionally and we went into camp early the first
day. Some began to put up the tent and others to cut brush for bedding to keep our
blankets out of the mud and others to get some dry wood for a fire . All we had to
cook though was three salt makerel. I had kept about a pound of bread that I had
put too much wet soda in. It was dark brown and smelled like soap. vVe ate it though,
and each one's share was so little it didn't hurt us.
Next morning we started early as we heard there was a tavern three miles ahead.
vVe got there before breakfast, and waited till the bell was rung for breakfast. There
was a rush for the table, a lot of men who were waiting and had got there before we
did, and as they ran they called "boarders first, boarders first." ' 1\Thile they ate one of
our men looked at the table to see what we would have to eat, and reported that there
was only some "hard breacl"-such as was carried by vessels on a voyage-some molasses
and tea, and three dollars was the price of the meal. ' 'Ve pushed on as we heard that
there were wagons stuck in the mud on the road from Sacramento. '1\Te found none
before we reached Sacramento river. ' 'Ve crossed the river to the west side as the maintravelled road was on that side, and came to a wagon stalled fast in the road. The
only thing eatable in it was raisons. A box opened by some one was lying· under the
wagon, and I was so hungry that I took a handful!, a small one, and chewed them as I
travelled along. I was growing weak and very tired, so tired that I sat clown in the
soft mud and rested a short while. The rest of the party went on ahead and I cliclnt catch
up with them till they stopped at another wagon mired in the road. This wagon had in
it flour, lard and molasses. The drivers were camped not far away, and we bought
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some of each from them and that n ight we had a full meal and all ate h eartily of fl apjacks and molasses. Next clay we came to a ranch where they h ac! a beef hanging up
for sale. The butcher was a Spaniard and cut meat Mexican style, with no bone in it.
\'Ve bought some at twentyfive cents a pound.
vVe got to the city the next day, and got board at the Hannibal House kept by
Jameson F. H awk in s, John Davis and Thos Cleaver on K Street.
On the second clay after reaching· the city father came. H e had heard that we had
left the camp on D eer creek and started for the city; so h e sold the provisions he had
taken up in a boat for a good price and returned to the city. Father concluded to spend
the winter in Sacramento as it was almost impossible to get grub to the mines on
account of the soft conditions of ro ads. So he bought some material for a shack, lumber
for the frame and cotton cloth for roof and sides. He also bought a cask of "hard
bread" and a keg of molasses and hac! begun to build the shack when the American
river which em pties into Sacramento river at the city began to rise from melting of
snow in the mountains. Jim \ 1Vickersham and I were writing letters in the dining room
of the tavern and h adnt noticed the rise in the river, till after brother John, who was
helping father to build the shack, came and said h e could take us to a two-story house
on J Street.
Before starting I was looking clown K Street and saw two men meet at the street
corner where a ditch had been dug to drain the street. The ditch had a crossing of
planks but they h ad floated away. The men were form er neighbors. One had come
across th e plains, the other arround the Horn and they met at the ditch one on either
side, and as they reached out their h ands to shake both stepped into the ditch-the water
com ing up to the bottom of their vests, and they stood there talking and holding each
others hands, while we gathered up our bed clothes and passed them on our way to a
dry place.
The water was nearly a foot deep in the tavern before we got away. We followed
brother and got to the house on J Street without getting into water much over knee
deep. Besides faher we found Hawkins, Cleaver and Davis, also Isham vVinn who had a
bar in H an nibal House. It was an unfinished two story house, forty feet long and
sixteen feet wide, and the carpenters bench was in it and the floor covered with shavings
and blocks. Before night more than sixty men were in with us, several nations were
represented amo ng them nineteen Kanakas or Sandwich Islanders, fin e looking men
and som e were tatood on th eir bodies.
\'Ve had roasted potatoes for supper the first night, cooked on top of a little
sheetiron stove we found in the house, heated with shavings. I dont know how the
potatoes cam e there or where they came from but all the crowd ate them, it was that
or nothing.
The owner of the house came the next morning and ordered us out. '\1\Te laug·h ed,
a nd Mr. Hawkins said "this is our house now, and we will stay h ere." The man went
away mad and cursing, and cliclnt come back.
Father had put the keg of molasses and cask of harclbread on a pile of wood near
his shack, and I b eing the most expert handler of water craft was sent in a skiff we
had borrowed to get the hard bread and molasses. I went to the place where father
had left them. They were not there, had flo ated away. I thought if I let the skiff
float with the curren t I would find them, so I did and floated into an eddy b ehind a
big war eho use where I found the cask of hardbreacl. I couldn't lift it into the skiff
so I put a rope arround it and started to tow it. The current was running pretty stiff
and it was hard work to stem it, but by keeping in the eddys as much as I could I did
reach the house on J Stree t.
I then went to the house on K Street where we had b een boarding after some more
bedding. The water was nearly fiv e feet deep in the house but the bedding had been
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put upon the upper b erths and by rip[p Jing a hole through the ca nvas roof I gout
out the m atrasses and piled them into the skiff. I also got a box of Swiss ch eese which
Isam ·winn h ad put up on a high shelf. \Vinn had left th e bottles of liquor on the
shelves of the b ar and I could see them sitting undisturb ed. I h ad no trouble gett ing
to the J Street house with my load of bedding.
Ea tables being so scarce J ohn and I started to the mines or somewh ere else and as
many others did went out to Sutters Fort, some little distance from the town. 11Vhen
we got to dry lan d, we found a number of others in the same fi x as ourselves, stranded
and no thing· to ea t. A young German whose mother had been keeping an eating house
had been carryi ng out household goods by boat to dry land [and] h ad taken among
oth er things the b ar liquors from the house, and among them a basket of ch am paigne.
H e h ad been drinking some and insisted on our joining him in some wine. H e had
no corkscrew and would knock the n eck of a bottle of wine against the tire of an
old wago n standing by to break it off, but by the tim e the neck came off the bottle the
wine was out. vVe left him trying to ge t a drink till h e h ad emptied several bottles.
\Ve star ted to leave the Fort to go somewhere, we diclnt know where, and came
accross Saml Hill and vV. B. vVeatherforcl and some others from Monroe C ounty, Mo.
They had built a cabin in El Dorado County between the South and Middle forks
of the American river to winter in, but running out of provisions had gone clown to
Sacramento to winter. \1Vhile there the y h ad met Dr Hugh Glenn who h ad been
freighting goods to Georgetown fiv e or six miles from the cabin, and h ad bought from
him five hundred pounds of flou r at fifty cents a pound and a b arrel of p ork at two
hundred dollars, all on credit as they were old acquaintances.
Mr. Hill asked us to join him and go to their cabin and we were very glad to, so
we began tramping up the road to the mines. It was still raining once in a while and
the roads were soft and travelling tough. vVe put up fo r the first night at a roadside
tavern, p aying a dollar a m eal and a dollar apiece for the privilege of spr eading our
blankets on th e mud floor. The next night we put up at a log taver n kept by a :Mormon .
Meals a dollar apiece and a dollar for bed. This house h ad a wood floor in it and
some bedsteads. J ohn and I slept on a feather b ed, th e only one while in California,
our blankets being wet from r ain which h ad been fa lling once in awhile all clay long.
\ Ve go t to the cabin of Mr. Hill the n ext clay, and one of the company went to
Georgetown for some grub. \1Vhenever rain ceased we would mine some in what then
was called Spanish Bar dry-digns. Our claim was n ot very rich but we made enough
out of it to pay off Hugh Glenn and to buy some extras as a diet of bread a nd p ork
was apt to bring on scurvey. Everything of th e kind was high in price, but we were
obliged to have them. 11Ve p aid two dollars a p ound for potatoes, and th ey were small
too, non e being larger th an a black walnut; a quart j ar of pickles cost eight d ollars,
and a bottle of molasses a doll ar- the bottles six to the gallon
[To be continued ]
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Frankly, this is a plea for a more comprehensive treatment of California
and western history. Even though the name of our organization is "The California History Foundation," we should be concerned with the whole Pacific
Coast of North America and, to a lesser extent perhaps, with Hawaii and the
Rocky Mountains. By limiting ourselves to the boundaries of California, and
often to our county or city, we develop a one-sided, or incomplete history of
pioneer days. To change the metaphor, I think this coverage can be made
without unduly scattering our ammunition.
It is common knowledge that California's first governor was well aware of
the problems which faced Oregon for he had served that territory as a member
of its supreme court. In like manner, Edward D. Baker, one of Oregon's first
United States senators, had had a distinguished, though somewhat frustrating
political career in California, prior to his arrival in Oregon. There were many
of California's early pioneers who came over the Oregon Trail, and not a few
via Hawaii, or Arizona. To appraise correctly Sam Brannan's place in California history, one must have a good understanding of Utah's background
and a knowledge of Mormon philosophy. Even today, our British Columbia
neighbors sometimes question the motives and sanity of Californians in the
light of the incomprehensible antics of Ned Cmvan during the Gold Rush
Days on the Fraser River.
In the writing of local history, one finds continually that interesting parts
of the story are linked to events which happened outside of our boundaries,
or which involved activities which started and came to fruition elsewhere.
\!\That cou ld be more truly local history than the story of the Fred Finch
Children's Home. Here in 1891 was an orphanage which had been financed
by an elderly Oakland couple who had come tv California in the early 185o's.
At first glance, it appeared to be a nice little Alameda County story. 'i1Vith the
increase in land values during the years, a philanthropically-minded man and
his wife had acquired a fortune and, having no surviving children, had adopted
the homeless offspring of the community. It appeared to be a nice gesture,
but nothing unusual.
One of the boys' dormitories carried the name, "Templar Hall," which the
guide told us had been the gift of the local Masonic Lodge. This might readily
have happened, but the facts were quite different. By consulting county records,
we found that the funds for the building had come from the sale of a hall in
Olympia, ·w ashington, belonging to the Independent Order of Good Templars.
This lodge, as some people still remember, was an early temperance society,
now almost forgotten. Further investigation in the State of 11\Tashington brought
to light the fact that thP. founder of the Fred Finch Home had failed financially
while operating steam boars which plied between San Francisco and Sacramento.
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He had been what vvas called a "teetotalor," and refused to maintain bars on
any of his steamboats. In a rate war, his competitors had saved their businesses
through the profits of their liquor sales. Later Finch went to Puget Sound and
eventually made a fortune by using the same tactics which had brought him
disaster in California. In gratitude and appreciation he had built the temperance hall in Olympia. ·w hen it was no longer needed, it had been sold and
the funds used to build Templar Hall at Freel Finch. "\1\That an inspiring example for the residents of the Home!
However, to hold the story to the confines of Alameda County, or even
California, would produce an entirely inadequate record of the Freel Finch
Children's Home.
Fascinating as is the story of the Franciscan missions of California, they
become more understandable when compared with the missions-both Protestant and Catholic-of Old Oregon, and the even earlier missions of Arizona,
New Mexico, and Texas.
In a like manner, no very clear picture of the phenomenal growth of San
Francisco can be developed without including an account of the Comstock
Lode and the history of Nevada. It is a well-known fact that the silver from
Nevada mines financed many of the great industries about the Golden Gate.
The genesis of southern Oregon was in California's Niother Lode, and San
Francisco adventurers, known as the Klamath Exploring Expedition, founded
some of its earliest settlements.
From Panama to the Arctic, one finds innumerable examples of this interdependence of one section upon another. Some of the strange and baffling
behavior patterns one encounters today can be traced to early filibustering
expeditions originating in California.
The student of history who endeavors to comprehend the entire Westering
movement is more likely to acquire a symmetrical picture of his own local
history, as well as a more tolerant attitude toward neighboring states and
provinces.
In as much as there are now almost 100 local and regional historical societies
in California, the writer believes the field is well covered. He suggests, therefore, the desirability of a somewhat different approach by the California f!is·
tory Foundation. In keeping with the expanding horizons of this University,
this organization may well expand its interest and concern to the entire area
from the Rocky Mountains westward. Our Western Americana Library and
our quarterly, the Pacific Historian, by names and policy are endeavoring to
cover the entire West.
The Program Committee for the Fourteenth Annual History Institute has
had this goal in mind. The addresses will include interesting historical vistas
of the great Southwest, of Montana and the Rocky Mountain states, of Utah
and the Inland Empire, of fantastic Nevada, and of the fabulous Pacific Northwest, as well as our own great California, and something about the search for
Utopias, wherever they may be found. It is our hope that every one may
secure from this Institute a clearer and more comprehensive understanding
of "The Spirit of the West."
R.R.S.
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Opal E. Marshall, ' ·l'atsonville
L. S. Gerlough, San Francisco
Henry K. Mauldin, Lakeport
C. R . Wickes, Glenn
R ev. J. W. Winkley, Walnut Creek
Stuart C. G ibbons, Stockton
Fred J. Meam ber, Yreka
Rosena A. Giles, Redding
William J. Miller, Claremont
G . A. ' ·Verner, Stockton
vV. Edwin Gled hill , Santa Barbara vVm. J. Monihan, S.J ., San Francisco Robert Whitner, ' •Valla vValla, v\Tn.
Charles M . Goethe, Sacramento
Gladys Workman, Scottsburg, Ore.
R ev. Robert W. Moon, Fresno
Marv L. Greene, Monterey
Edna L. Wright, Healdsburg
Margaret F. Murrell, Santa Clara
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PROGRAM
Frida)', March 17

I: 30
2:oo

3:30
6: 30
S:oo
8: 15

Registration $I.oo
Anderson Social Hall
Annual Meeting, Board of Sponsors
Western Americana Library
President Robert E. Burns, presiding
Report of the Director of the California History Foundation,
Reginald R . Stuart
Remarks: Dr. Rockwell D. Hunt, Director Emeritus
R eception and Tea, Pioneer Museum and Haggin Galleries
Courtesy of Board of Directors, and Earl Rowland, DiTector
The Annual Foundation Banquet
Grace A. Covell Dining Hall
President Robert E. Burns, presiding
Introductions and announcements
Music
Courtesy of the Conservatory
Th e Expansionistic Spirit of the Southw est, I84o-I86o
Dr. Edmund T. Peckham

Satunlay, 1\!Iarch IS
7:45

8: 30
g: I5
g: 3o
w:oo
10:30
10: <15
11:15
12: 30
I: 30
1:45
2:oo

3: I5
6:15

J ed ediah Smith Society Breakfast
North Anderson Dining Hall
Vice-President J ess R. Rudkin, presiding
]ed ~ diah Smith: Leading Contender in the Anglo-American
Fur Rivahy, Dr. Gloria G. Cline
Business meeting. Election of officers.
Registration continued
Anderson Social Hall
Symposium, "SjJi?·it of the West"
Y.M.C.A. Assembly Hall
President of Pacific Associates Stuart C. Gibbons, presiding
CALIFORNIA as seen by a neo-califomian, Art Swann
Treasure Hunting in the Pacific Northwest, Roy !VIallery
Intermission
G1·eat-Grandmother Push ed a Hand-cart Across the Plains,
Monte Hickenlooper
I'm a CopjJe1· 1'1iner-So What? Bill Treglown
Anderson Dining Hall
Annual History Foundation Luncheon
Dr. Malcolm R. Eiselen, presiding
Introductions and announcements
Music
Courtesy of the Conservatory
Utopias on the Pacific Slope: Lively, Libertarian, and
Pu·rsuing Justice, Glenn Price
Spring Meeting, Board of Directors
Western Americana Library
Conference California Historical Societies
President L. Burr Belden, presiding
Dinner, Board of Directors
President's Dining Room
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OUR SPEAKERS
DR. GLoRIA G. CLINE is a native San Franciscan, but at an early age she gave
ample evidence that she was a true explorer, accompanying her parents to
the city of glittering lights and whirling wheels. She attended the Reno schools
and earned her B.A. and 1\II.A. from the University of Nevada. Her Ph.D. is
from the University of California where she worked under the direction of
Dr. Lawrence Kinnaird and Dr. George P. Hammond.
Dr. Cline is an authority on the Fur Trade in the Great Basin and in California, having written several articles concerning this subject for Collier's
Encyclopedia, EncyclofJedia Americana, and historical quarterlies. "The San
Buenaventura, Mythical River of the West," appeared in the May, 1956, issue
of Pacific Historical Review, and "Peter Skene Ogden's Nevada Explorations"
was featured in the September number of the Nevada Historical Qucnterly.
She has taught in the University of Nevada and the University of Southern
California (Summer Session) and is at present teaching California History and
The Frontier in American History at Sacramento State College.
MoNTE HICKENLOOPER is a descendant of Utah pioneers. His background is
that of a physical scientist, having a Bachelor's degree in Chemistry and a
Master's degree in Nuclear Chemistry, both from the University of \1\Tashington.
However, most of his undergraduate days were spent at Brigham Young University (Provo, Utah) and the University of Utah.
Presently he is employed as a scientific administrator at the University of
California Lawrence Radiation Laboratory in Livermore.
Monte disclaims being more than an amateur historian. His interest is due
to his detailed study of his progenitors in their trek westward.
RoY vV. MALLERY, Assistant Professor of Art in the University of the Pacific,
is a native of the Evergreen State, having been born in the poetically named
city of Goldendale, ·washington. His Bachelor's degree is from George Peabody
College and his Master's degree from the University of Oregon. He has take~1
additional graduate work at the University of Southern California, the Umversity of vVashington, and other western universities.
He has had exhibits of his work in many art centers throughout the West.
He is a member of several art associations, and has conducted numerous workshops for art teachers. A few of his many paintings are on display at this
Institute.
DR. EDMUND T. PECKHAM is a native of Massachusetts. He earned his A.B.
from Brown University and his M.A. and Ph.D. from Harvard. His teaching
experience includes University of Michigan (Summer Session), and seven years
at Rice Institute, Houston, Texas. He is presently Associate Professor of
History and Political Science at the University of the Pacific. His special interest
is American foreign relations. His duties are also administrative, serving part
time as Admissions Counselor and Foreign Students Advisor.
GLENN \ 1V. PRICE is a native of Iowa, but left with his parents for California
before too many winters had arrived. His A.B. is from LaVerne College and
his M.A. is from the University of Southern California. For several years he
was Curator of History for the California State Park System with headquarters
in Los Angeles. \ 1Vithin recent years he has been Executive Secretary of the
Westerners Foundation and the organizer of the Stockton Corral. He is presently the editor of its publication, The Far- Westerne?".
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He is a popular and indispensable contributor to the Pacific Historian,
of which he is a coeditor, and has talked before many historical groups throughout the State. He is Assistant Professor of History at the University of the
Pacific.
His discussion today will not be wholly academic, as he was a member of a
California-Utopian Colony for several years.
Our first speaker in the "Spirit of the West" symposium is another native
Iowan who left that section so early he has no speaking acquaintance with
the Hawkeye State. At present the Reverend Arthur vV. Swann is the friendly
and efficient Director of Libraries at the University of the Pacific. He is also a
Congregational minister and is often in the pulpit on Sunday mornings. His
A.B. comes from the University of Michigan, his B.D. from Vanderbilt University, his B.S . in L.S. is from George Peabody College for Teachers, and his
A.M.L.S. from the University of Michigan.
His experience includes: Assistant Professor of Library Science at George
Peabody, Librarian at Garrett Biblical Institute in Evanston, Illinois, and
Librarian at California Western University at San Diego.
BILL TREGLmvN is the big, friendly principal of the San Lorenzo Village School.
He has had a lot of experience in dealing with boys for he and his charming
wife, Margaret, have five sons of their own: Bill, Jr., Dick, Mark, John, and
David.
Bill is of Welsh ancestry and a miner by inheritance. His academic training
includes B.S. from Western Montana College and M.A. from Oregon State
College, Corvallis.
His teaching experience ranges from elementary teacher to principal. We
hope Bill will break away from any set speech and tell us the inside story of a
copper miner's life as he knows it.
BOOKS
Members of the Institute are urged to visit the exhibit at the Book Store
in the End Zone. H ere may be seen and purchased many of the recent books
of our various speakers and several local authors.
ACKN0\1\TLEDGNIENTS
Our sincere thanks and appreciation to
Ou.r Hostesses: Mrs. Robert E. Burns, Ivirs. Tully C. Knoles, Mrs. Howard G.
Bissell, Mrs. Julius Blum, Miss Mary G. Bloom, Mrs. Dwight \ 1V. Curtis,
:Mrs. Doris Treat Daley, Miss Ellen Deering, Mrs. Gerald D. Kennedy, Mrs.
Hugh C. Tye.
Our Exhibitors: The Hamlin Pony Express Museum and the Pioneer Museum and H aggin Galleries.
Flower Anangements: Mrs. lVIalcolm R. Eiselen, Mrs. Alonzo Baker, Miss
Alice Saecker, Mrs. G. \1Varren \1Vhite, Mrs. R. Coke Wood.
Ou.r Registrar: Ivirs. Mary Kass.
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Grace D. Stuart
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HISTORY INSTITUTE
Information for the Annual History Institute appears on pages I 52 1 of this issue. Plan to attend
every session of this interesting and
varied program. Meet your friends
on the beautiful Pacific Campus
without parking and eating worries. No meters! No meal tips!
Come early, stay late! Send in the
enclosed reservation at once.
jORNADA DE LA PRIMAVERA
As reported in the November
Pacific Historian, our first little
journey to a nearby historic location will be run through the Livermore-Pleasanton-San Ramon valleys. However, the elate has been
changed from April 29 to May 13
to insure the usual fine California
weather.
The group will meet at Greenville on Highway #50 just east of
Livermore at g:3o A .M. The caravan will then visit a number of
historic spots and, if time permits,
call at Lynnewood .

Lunch will be served near Alamo
on one of the early Spanish ranchos,
by a group of ladies from the San
Ramon Valley Methodist Church.
Cost, $2 .oo per person and no tips,
please. Reservations for the trijJ
and lunch must be made to the
]EDEDIAH SMITH SOCIETY,
Univenity of the Pacific, Stockton
4, California, b)' May 9th.
This first jornada. will be limited
to 100 members with preference
given to the JEDEDIAH SMITH
SOCIETY and friends . The theme
of the clay will be: "He (Jeclediah
Smith) passed this way." Participants will provide their own transportation. The trip will be short
and interesting.
LESTER McDoNALD
v\Te pause in remembrance of one
of the truest Californians, most
loyal historians, and kindest friends ,
Lester McDonald of Bakersfield.
He was a grandson of Socrates
Huff, one of the truly great pioneers of San Leandro. During
Lester's last visit at the \1\Testern
Americana Library, we persuaded
him to write a thumbnail sketch of
the part which his family had
played in the building of California. Lester will be missed at our
Sponsors meetings, at the J edediah
Smith Society Rendezvous, at the
Directors meetings of the Conference, at the History Symposiums,
and as the Kern County greeter on
the annual Missions Tour.

CALVIN B. WEST OF THE UMPQUA
B )l REGINA LD R. STUART AND GRACE

D.

STUART

Continued {rom November Issue
VI
FIRST PuBLIC ScHOOL I N DouGLAS Cou NTY

In January I853 the Oregon Territorial Legislature had initiated the
Public School System. 86 In reality the machinery had been set up for
the various counties to avail themselves of this privilege. Umpqua County
took cognizance of this law at the April meeting of the County Commissioners.87 About the only immediate action was to appoint vVm . H.
Spencer the County Superintendent at a salary of $400 per year. In
Douglas County Sheriff Kent, who seemed to be acting-superintendent,
urged ' 'Vest to become a candidate for the position. Undoubtedly, the
school which was organized in Garden Valley on October 3, I853 , was
the first institution in Douglas County to receive any public tax support,
although this may have been only a small supply of text books.
The diary continues:
"Sept. II Sun. Attend church bro. Ranir & Elder ' 'Vilbur preach ,
the former " Thou shalt guide me by thy council, & afterward r eceive m e
to glory," very harshly accused of want of appreciation in r eading. The
latter on the Leper, showing great results from little means. dinner at
bro. B. Grubbs. stopped at night at Mr. Grubbs."
Benjamin ]. Grubbe (spelled "Grubb" when he first arrived in the
Umpqua)88 was one of the most prominent pioneers of Douglas County.
He was born in vVashington County, Virginia, November 26, I8I5 , and
married Elizabeth Liggat, March I3 , I835· He came to Oregon in I85o.
He had a large family and took a keen interest in all kinds of school and
church activities. As early as I85I Grubbe, together with Dr. Calvin R eed,
organized a Sunday School at vVilbur and probably also helped to maintain a temporary day-school that same year. 89 He was a member of the
first Board of Trustees of the Umpqua Academy in I857, and almost every
member of his large family was in one way or another connected with
that institution. 90 Later, Grubbe bought th e claim of Elijah Bunton who
had first settled at vVilbur, but his own Donation Land Claim was in
Garden Valley and it \Vas in this latter section he was living in I85 3· His
home adjoined vVest's claim.
The following appear to have been members of his family: Melissa ] .,
Charlotte Scott (married Dr. E. R. Fiske), Sarah A., George W. (later a
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merchan t in ' 'Vilbur), ' 'Villiam P. (later a physician), James B., Angeline,
Quincy A., Emma, Luetta, J eptha, and Luella. After the death of his
first wife, Grubbe married Mrs. Rachel Reed by whom he had one child,
Minnie. 91
Grubb was one of the first Commissioners of Umpqua County, being
elected in June, 1851.
"Mon. Sept. 12 Measured off my Claim in company with Mr. Grubb
called on Mr. Fitchue's family. Stay with Bro. Grubb at night."
Solomon Fitzhugh was born in Kentucky in 1804 and came to Oregon
via Missouri in 1850.92 He was elected County Probate Judge in 1852
and was one of the four Douglas County delegates to the Constitutional
Convention of 1857. He served as a member of the committee to draft a
Bill of Rights. In 186o he was the state senator from his county. The
Fitzhugh Donation Land Claim was located south of the Benjamin .J.
Grubbe property.
"13 Tues. Got horse of him to return to the .J uclges-he offers me
. $8oo. pr year board & washing to teach school. give answer when I return.
rode through Green Valey to head of Kanyon , put up at Mr. Sanborn's.
met Dr. Drew then returning from seat of war, Treaty making & purchasing Indian Lands, very fine weather last week."
The school he was asked to teach was not a public school as we understand the term today. It was still a private subscription school. The
remuneration seems high in comparison with salaries which later were
paid public school tea ch ers in the state.
"vVednes. Sept. 14. Very pleasant weather till last night. rained
moderately nearly all night. Traveled down to Mr. Powell's first ferry,
with Dr. Drew, through the rain. found Shaclrach, went home vvith him ,
stay all night, continues to rain.
"Thurs. Sept. 15 Yet it rains, though in warm showers, as Spring
Showers of the East. remain here all day because of constant rain."
Dr. .Joseph vV. Drew was the United States Indian Agent with headquarters at Umpqua City near the mouth of the river. vVith his brother,
Dr. E. P. Drew, he owned the townsite of Umpqua City. Edwin P. Drew
was the intermittent owner and operator during these years of th e Crescent
and Trenton ferries. 0 3
"Fri. Sept. 16 Still rains. wrote letters to S. R. Hudson yesterday,
& one to D. E. \Vest today. rains all clay.
"Satur. Sept. 17 Yet at Shadrach's because of rain. Rain commenced
Tuesday Eve. & has rained all the week. Grass is green & fine, pasturage
good. this is uncommonly early for so much rain in Oregon.
"Sun. Sept. 18 Rain has ceased, stay over Sabbath at Shadrach's &
write more letters have 5 now to mail. To S. R. H. to D. E. vV. to J as. H.
to E. B . .Jones & to Family. Fine clay today."
The letters were respectively to a brother-in-law, to his brother David,
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to another brother-in-law, to an Ohio neighbor, and to his family. Apparently only that part of the family letter which was addressed to his
daughter, is in existence today.
"To My Dear Ann Augusta from her Father, C. B. ·west
"Oregon, Sept. 18, 1853
"My Very Dearest Anna-Have you consecrated yourself entirely to
God? Is it your daily prayer to be filled with all the fullness of God? I think
you are willing to spend your whole life in His service. 0, that the Lord
may fully prepair you, for the field is already ripe for the harvest. Yes, dear,
in this beautiful Land are fine children, with good health and comforts
and blessings of every kind that heart can desire, except the means of
intellectual and spiritual culture. And these means are fast following after
them but, I fear they are not all of God. 0, may the Lord fully prepair
my Dear Daughter to do His work in Redeeming Man.
Your devoted Father,
C. B. West"
The diary:
"Mon. Sept. 19 Went to Judge's for my things.
" Tues. Sept. 20 Returned, took dinner at Shadrach's, over night
again at Mr. Sanborm's, very kindly treated.
"Wednes. Sept. 21 From Sanborn's direct trail to Mouth of Calapooia there took camp dinner with Mr. Day & neighbor, treated very
kindly, rode up the River trail through my claim so to Mr. T. Grubb's.
Thus been gone one week & one day with Mr. B. Grubb's horse, to J.
Hudson's to get my little wardrobe &c. Very fine and very hot weather
since the rain. all night at T . Grubb's."
Nicholas Day was one of three brothers who came to Oregon in the
early 'so's. The others were Dr. John Harvey Day, and Jesse Day.
The Nicholas Day Donation Land Claim was located on the Umpqua
River at the mouth of Calapooia Creek. 9 ' The property in 1946 still
belonged to his daughter. Day brought a small walnut tree with him from
Independence, Missouri, and this present huge tree is thought to be the
oldest walnut in Douglas County. 95
Nick Day ·was a friend of the Indians and together with his neighbors,
Jesse and Ashford Clayton, probably prevented an Indian war on th~
Umpqua and undoubtedly saved the lives of many settlers and natives.
It was a few years subsequent to the time about which vVest writes that
the Umpqua Indians had been gathered together at the mouth of the
Calapooia preparatory for removal to the Indian reservation at Ceres in
the Klamath district. Nick Day was the Government Agent in charge.
It is understandable that the project was not popular with the Indians
whose ancestors for hundreds of years had lived in the Umpqua. Accordingly, there was considerable complaining and grumbling and these remarks reached the settlers who had "forted" themselves up in various
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sections of the valley. \ Vhen the report-greatly exaggerated-reached
R oseburg, it was claimed that the Indians were about to attack the whites.
Colonel "Billy" Martin, the local Indian agent, solicited the services of a
company of soldiers and started for the Calapooia to kill a few Indians
and put the fear of the law into the others.
J esse Clayton, a returned veteran himself, learned of the projected
expedition and knowing the harmlessness of these Indians, tried to dissuade the authorities, but without success. Riding on ahead, he acqu ainted
Day with the contemplated attack. Both realized that the consequ ences
would be most disastrous for settlers and natives alike.
Arranging to meet Day in a narrow canyon on the trail down which
the soldiers were coming, J esse forded the Umpqua and galloped the three
miles or more to his brother Ashford's home. Securing fresh mounts and
arming themselves, the brothers hurried to the rendezvous with Day.
'When the soldiers appeared, Day stepped forward with up-lifted hands
while the Claytons sat nearby on logs with their guns across their knees.
At first the officer was inclined to brush aside the settlers and proceed
with his mission. Nick Day, in writing of the episode a number of years
later, said he was not sure whether it was his eloquence or the Claytons'
guns which persuaded the soldiers to stop, but he rather thought it was
the latter.
It was finally agreed that Nick Day and Ashford Clayton should hold a
parley with the Chiefs. As a result, the Indians submitted peaceably and
started the next day on their long trek across the mountains to their new
home. 96
Evan Thompson Grubbe was a brother of Benjamin J. Grubbe. He
was known locally as "Thompy" Grubbe. 97 His family arrived in Oregon
in 185o. The "Thompy" Grubbe Donation Land Claim was directly west
of his brother's place and in a bend of the Umpqua River.
"Thurs. Sept. 22 In the woods getting out timber for the School
house.
"Fri. Sept. 2 3 Again in woods for timber. Sent to v\Tin. [vVinchester] P. 0. 5 letters, 3 papers
"Satur. Sept. 24 In the mountain for S. H. timber again, though
not at work today, but studying Sermon on preaching Christ & not self.
Eyes some sore."
\Vest had a bad case of " poison-oak."
This first schoolhouse, like all other buildings in the section, was a
log cabin . It is of interest to notice that the building was ready for occupancy in ten days.
"Sunday Sept. 25. Attend church at vVinchester. Elder \ 1\Tilbur
preach. quite unw ell. 'No man can come unto me, except the Father
who hath sent me him.' dinner at Dr. Reed's he gave me blisters for
eyes.''
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Dr. Calvin C. Reed was born in Vermont in I8I2. He married at Ipsilanti, Michigan , Alvira Brown whose birthplace was inN ew York in 18I1.
When Reed started for Oregon in 1850, he built a special wagon for his
wife and secured for her a fine team which she drove during th e overland
journey. After one of the horses died on the desert, a cow was hitched up
with the survivor, and it was this mixed team which Mrs. Reed drove
over the Cascades . 'When th e party reached th e treacherous Laurel Hill
on the southwest slope of Mount Hood , th e remaining horse fell over a
precipice and was killed. A few hours later Mrs. Reed gave birth to a
daughter whom they named " Bianca." Mother and daughter were carried
to the settlement in a hammock suspended from the wagon bows. Years
later this same Bianca Reed Hill, at the age of 85 , as Queen Mother of
the Eugene Sunset Trail Pageant, led the parade seated in th e wagon in
which she had been born on the Barlow Road.
Dr. Reed established the first grist mill in Douglas County on the North
Umpqua. His Donation Land Claim was located in a bend of the river
about one and one-half miles southwest of ·wilbur. H e di ed February 2,
I855 from over exertion in saving the life of an employee who had fallen
into his mill pond. Mrs . Reed 's death occurred December I7, 1862. 9 8
" Mon. Sept. 26 Building Schoolhouse raise it today. clon e nothing myself. eyes no better. vVearing green glasses .
"Tues. Sept. 27 Building School House ·w ork till 10 or II oclock
& cut my foot, by chisel falling on it. Foot cut that I can not work & eyes
sore that I cannot study. Truly God is good & will have m e to think ,
medita te & study deep into my own soul & the Mysteries of the blessed
Gospel of Christ. So may I be better prepairecl for the great & glorious
work to which I do hereby most fully desire to devote & consecrate myself.
"vVednes. Sept. 28 Lie still with lame foot at Dr. Grubb's, man
after my claim.
"Thurs. Sept. 29 \!\Talk to T . Grubb's and spend the clay, foot very
easy
"Fri. Sept. 30 ·walked to Mr. vVoodruff's took dinner, Surveyed
claim by Mr. Flint, Nelson Grubb & John Hovey chain bearers"
[Map of claim in diary:]

I R c 'f"e s
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Addison R. Flint was born at North Reading, Massachusetts, August
17 , 1808, and had had considerable experience as a surveyor before he
arrived in the Umpqua. He had made the preliminary survey of a railroad between Valparaiso and Santiago, Chile; in 1848-g he had surveyed
Goat Island (Yerba Buena) in California, and had laid out the town of
South San Francisco. In 1850 he platted the town of \Ninchester in Douglas County and was later the postmaster at that place. Judge Deady
appointed him clerk of the court for a time and he was the second principal of Umpqua Academy, serving for the school year of 1856-7. He was
th e principal of Roseburg Academy during 1857-8. His wife was Elizabeth
Cragin. 99 The early records of southern Oregon are covered with the name
of this pioneer surveyor. At the time of \A/est's visit, his home was located
on the North Umpqua about three miles east of 'Winchester and on the
opposite bank of the river from the Reed Donation Land Claim, though
both houses were on the west side of the river. After both Dr. Reed and
his widow had died, Flint was appointed guardian of little Bianca Reecl. 1 00
\ 1\Talling quotes Flint as follows:
" I returned to San Francisco in the spring of 1851, and came back with
my family in the first steamer that came into the Umpqua river. From the
steamer we took an open boat to Scottsburg. From here the only means of
travel was on horseback, on an Indian trail. On arriving at \Alinchester,
we found John Aiken and family, and Thomas Smith, who together
01vned the ferry at that place.
" .. . v\Te located and built a small house there. v\Thile at v\Tinchester I
went out to see the location on which Roseburg· is now situated. At that
time there was an Indian rancheria near the river, on what is now the
western part of the city of Roseburg. Mrs. Flint did not at that time have
courage enough to locate among the Indians, so we abandoned the idea
of taking for our future home the location which we have since made our
home for the past twenty-five years." 101
Thomas Nelson Grub be, one of the chain bearers, was the son of
"Tbompy." The old records show he located a homestead on the north
bank of theN orth Umpqua just east of its junction with the south branch.
The property adjoined the Fitzhugh Donation Land Claim on the south.
By comparing \Nest's crude drawing with the map prepared from the
Douglas County records , it will be seen that the \!Vest family eventually
proved up on all but forty acres of the original claim and secured titl e
to some of the adjacent hill land mentioned in the diary.
" Saturday Oct. 1st 1853 Foot better. Contracted with l\!Iessrs, B.
Grubb, T. Grubb & ]. \ 1\Toodruff Board School Trustees, Garden Bottom,
Douglass Co. 0. T. as Instructor for One Year 52 weeks, 5 days , 6 hours
Yz year & 8 hours Yz year. 1 02 In Consideration they give me $8oo, Board
& \ 1\Tashing, pay quarterly, Yz in Improvement on Land claim viz. labor,
grain, lumber, stock &c and Yz in cash
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"Borrow clothes for change in Baptism of Mr. ·w oodruff & horse of
Dr. Grubbe and ride to Deer Creek to Church Meeting, arrive too late &
put up at Mr. Perry's. Call on Mr. Rose. On his place putting up Fanning
Mill Shop, Store & fine School house. Has oats now, plowed on oats
stubble without sowing 6 inches high. Neighbor raised 75 bus. wheat 2
acres sowed 5th March. Rose is sowing 180 acres. offer $75· per Month
for teacher.
"Sunday Oct. 2 vVas received into church, preached, was baptized
in the Umpqua. 'We preach not ourselves but Christ Jesus the Lord.'
Done humbly enough. Am very heartily received, almost tempted to wish
my settlement had been at Deer Creek, But the wise Providence of God
directs, and all is well."
Aaron Rose was the man for whom the city of Roseburg was named.
He came to the Umpqua from Michigan in 1851 and settled on a Donation Land Claim at the junction of Deer Creek and the South Umpqua.
He was surrounded by Indians of the Umpqua and Calapooia tribes, but
his fair treatment is attested by his uniformly friendly relations with the
natives. He operated a store, farmed, and raised stock. Almost at once a
town known as "Deer Creek" grew up on his claim. Rose was a good advertiser, a clever politician, and soon ( 185,1) the county seat was moved from
'Winchester and the town ·was renamed " Roseburg." 103
Although vVest was a very religious man, there is no record of his having
preached before he came to the Umpqua .
(Up to this time v\Test's diary had been written in pencil. It is now
written in ink.)
"Monday, Oct. 3 Commenced School in Garden Bottom, g Scholars .
Shad ·w ith me yesterday, left this morning thinks coming to school. Stayed
last night with sick man Mr. \1\Tilliams better this morning."
\1\Te have been unable to find a roll of this early school. No doubt it
included the children of the trustees, and some of the nearby neighbors.
vVest's reference to "Miss A. T. Stevens" on October 17 would seem to
indicate that she, too, was a student. It is probable that many more than
the nine enrolled during the year. The "Shad" mentioned was, of course,
his nephew, Shadrack Hudson.
The sick man may have been 0. T. \ 1\Tilliams whose Donation Land
Claim of 160 acres was located on the south bank of the North Umpqua
about three-fourths of a mile east of the junction. It was within a short
distance of \ 1\Test's school.
"Tues. Oct. 4 Sent for Bill of Clothes by Mr. Grubbe. Dr. on Schl.
Left to care for Mr. Grubbe's family &c
"\1\Tednes. Oct. 5 School very small, few books, No order, quite cool
& uncomfortable in school. Mr. Grubbe returned in night."
West's remark about "order" reflects the reaction of many teachers
even today.
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"Thurs. Oct. 6 In School as usual.
"Friday Oct. 7 Mr. Flint established two corners of my Land Claim.
The S. \ 1V. and N. \ N. on the River, leav ing more than an Eighty between
B. Grubbe & me, of broken though valuable land. If my Brother David
will come on and take it, he may have enough of mine to make a farm.
My claim embraces much more hill than I expected. But as I have about
all the tillable land that can possibly be brought within my bounds, or
found anywhere near my claim, I think I can be satisfied; unless I find in
the province of God, I can do better in temporal and other respects
somewhere else.
"Saturday Oct. 8 Out schl. today, ramble over my claim, very much
pleased with it. Most wisely adapted in every respect for a farm, enough
tillable land cleared - enough graz ing hilly Janel- enough timber and
enough water; and thou gh surrounded by settlements, yet nev er can be
troubled by neighbors, as I am hemed in on all sides by hills, so there is
no possible chance for a neighbor to settle in sight of me unless I yield
him a part of my claim,- which I would gladl y do my Dear Brother. On
the opposite side of the River, at either extreme, both up 8.: down, a mile
apart there are two claims, one, the upper, Mr. vVoodruff's, the lower,
Mr. Evans'."
1
\ Ve first visited \Nest's old land claim in June, 1946, and could readily
understand VVest's feelings. \ 1Ve drove out of a busy, well-settled valley
and, threading our way through a narrow pass in the low hills, soon
found ourselves at th e rear of a small tract of bottom land which bordered
the Umpqua. An old house shaded by wide-spreading trees stood near
at hand, while a meadow lay between it and the r iver.
The owner, Mrs. Margaret Hanan, had lived on the place since 1886.
At first her father had rented, but later (in 1887 , she thought) he bought
the property. Here in a little side valley had been planted the first prune
orchard in Douglas County and some of those first trees were still bearing.
\1\Te thought it one of the most charming locations in the whole Umpqua
Valley. At present the property is owned by Miss Hanan's nephew, Gerald
Bacon and his wife. They have built a modern home on the site of \ Nest's
cabin. As we walked down to the river and looked across at Mt. vVoodruff,
we understood how there had grown in the mind of this early teacher, a
plan to utilize this spot for something more than a farm- the beauty and
quiet and seclusion of the place would be unrivaled for study and meditation- perhaps someday-an institution of learning.
Samuel D. Evans' Donation Land Claim was located on the west bank
of the main Umpqua about one-half mile north of \ 'Vest's claim. On
August 1, 1861, Evans was killed by the Pit River and Modoc Indians
while helping to drive a h erd of cattle to the Nevada mines. 1 0 1 A monument was erected by his son in 1929 to mark the location of the massacre.
six miles southeast of Canby, California.
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"Sabbath. Oct. 9th P reached at hom e Sch. H ouse, from Second
Kings, 4 chap. 38 & 44 vers , inclusive. Also attended Sab . Sch. here.
"Mon. 1oth-Tu es. 11th- \Necl. 12th- Thurs. 13th-Fri. qth In Schl.
government greatly improved , getting along very well. Attended prayer
Meeting at Mr. vVooclruff's was very sweetly Blessed . But 0 how unworthy!! And My D ear Fa th er, How good!! Strongly solicited to preach
a t a Bro. ·w right's . 0, m y Gracious Master! fill me with deep humility &
all wisdom! alone to glorify Thee!!
"Sa t. 16th Visit at Mr. vVooclruffs .
"Sabbath, Oct. qth. Preached at Deer Creek from St. John 12, 35·
On the Solar System, very small congregation. Dined at Br. Stevens' Got
letter from Bro. Read Rogu e River , to Bro. Stevens, wishes me to answer
it, and to write license and also Missionary application, as he is too busy
putting in wheat. Brat Miss A . T. Stevens clown to School , quite interesting young Lady, very backward in studies."
In 1853 J ames S. Read was the Baptist missionary at J acksonville. 10 " H e
is mentioned often in Ezra Fisher's correspondence. He taught firs t in the
Baptist school in Oregon City, but was later assigned as a missionary to
the Rogue River district. H e r eturned to Indiana in 1854.
On June 13, 1853, Ezra Fisher wrote:
" H e (Read) wants no land claim, if he can live as a minister and avoid
it and be hon es t. " 106
Apparently, R ead found it necessary to farm.
Miss A. T. Stevens was a daughter of Elder T homas Stevens. \!\Th en we
mentioned the lady's name to lVIrs. Ella Hill Brown, her immediate comment was "a very interesting lady," almost the sa me remark \ 1Vest had
made 93 years earlier. Mrs. Brown wrote:
"Miss Stevens was grown when I was still a child . She was a Schoolteacher and to me, beautiful and entertaining."
"Thurs . 21st Stoped schl. to build chimney in Schl. House. Prayer
meeting at T . Grubbe's.
"Satu r. 23 Oct. No Schl. today. Both weather and schl. have b een
quite pleasant this week. Visited my claim aga in today.
" Oct. 28 Friday In School all this vVeek, prospering ver y well.
"Satur. 29. Mailed at D eer Creek Letters to \ 1Vife & famil y. Bro. D .
Sis. S., L. A. Cary, D. \ 1Vatters, A. ]. Cruzan, Bro. R ead & Papers S. R .
Hudson, A. A. ·w es t. Reed Books by bro. R aynor for School. Also for
Self. Nat. Phil. Disc. Concord."
The letters were to his brother and half-sister, a distant relative, a
former n eighbor, the man with whom he had made the last part of the
Oregon journey, his missionary application, a brother-in-law, and his
daugh ter, Ann Augusta. Raynor may have been the Douglas County
Superintendent of Schools.
\Nest was progressive and always endeavor ed to keep up-to-date. The
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books which he studied during the following winter give some idea of
his character.
"Sabbath 30. Preached at home on Solar System, at Coles Valey on
The Brazen Serpent. Appear at Coles Valey in three weeks to preach
Bro. Bradleys funeral, who got shot at Indian \ 1\Tar. In two weeks at Br.
·wrights. In one week at Deer Creek ."
This was the last entry in the first diary. Coles Valley was a settlement
on the Umpqua River a short distance north of \Nest's claim. Samuel D.
Evans' claim was in Coles Valley.
James Bradley was a member of the Yreka Volunteers under Jas. P.
Goodall. 107 \ 1\Te did not find his name on the casualty list for 1853. There
is a tradition that the Bradley mentioned was killed in the Coos Bay
Indian war.
John M. vVright was a prosperous farmer who lived in the French Settlement about one-half mile from Melrose. He was born in vVest Virginia,
.June 12, 1826, and married Emily Simmons on .June 17, 1846. He bad a
family of three sons and four daughters. After living in Missouri for four
years, he emigrated to California in 1850. He returned for his family and
came to Oregon in 1852, accompanied by his brother-in-law, John P.
Bowyer. He reached the Umpqua in February, 1853. 108 It is interesting
to note that many years later, his daughter, Emily M., married West's son,
David S. West.
\Nest's license to preach in the Umpqua has been preserved:
"To all to whom these presents may come This is to certify that Calvin
B. \Nest was duly licensed to preach the Gospel at a regular Church meeting of the Deer Creek Baptist Church on the 5th Nov. 1853.
Done for and in behalf of the Church
Thomas Stephens
Pastor
Douglas County
Oregon Territory''
As the year 1853 drew to a close, we find C. B. vVest variously linked
with the life of the Umpqua. He had filed on a Donation Land Claim,
thus making him aware and interested in its economic problems. He was
the director of one of its most important educational centers, and as such,
exerted a considerable influence both upon the youth in the day-school
and the adults in the evening classes . Finally, he was a preacher-sincere
and conscientious even by the standards of that day-ministering not to
one congregation only, but to several.
There was something, too, about this new community which had
matured the man-bolstered up his morale. He had found a place where
his lack of worldly goods was not an insurmountable barrier-a place
where initiative, optimism, and faith were understood and appreciated.
Surely, there could be no doubt that \ 1\Test's name would be indelibly
connected with the history of the Umpqua.
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VII
LrFE IN DouGLAS CouNTY, 1853-1854

One by one, \ 1Vest's dreams had come true. He was in Oregon- a teacher
and missionary- a recognized leader of the community. Besides all these,
he had found the ideal homesite. Already he had caught a vision of greater
service. As he rode back and forth along the winding mountain trails
to keep his appointments, this vision grew and his continual prayer was
for strength and wisdom to measure up to the unfolding opportunities.
Only in one respect did the Oregon wonderland fall short of the true
paradise. He longed for his wife and family and he missed especially the
companionship of his brother, David. Now for a time he kept no diary,
but his letters tell the story of his life.
"Dearest Brother-! hope in the higher life you are making advancement. Let nothing of a temporal nature afflict your soul, or bow down
your spirit. Remember the reply of the patriot to Kassuth 'There are no
obstacles where there is a will.' God works in us to will; but we must
will. He also works in us to do; but we must do . and as truly in temporal
affairs as in spiritual. If we do our best in planing, and in executing and
in saving, Our Father will see to it that we are enabled to 'provide for
our family,' and that too 'honestly in the sight of all men.'
" There is one great fact that I have been all my life learning. I had
heard it a thousand times but would not believe it, and had proved it as
often yet hoped, vainly hoped it were not so, simply because it were
contrary to my own nature, and that of a few other kindred spirits. Have
you yet learned that man is selfish-supremely selfish? That he will not
only subject all inanimate nature to his sole interest, and demand of this
entire bruit creation its whole powers, and even life itself, but the love
of dominion increasing with his success, he preys upon his fellows , seeking
the advantage in every possible way, that he may advance himself even
at the sacrifice of home, hope and happiness of those he jJmfessed to love
as himself! "A thorough knowledge-an absolute conviction of this fact is of the
greatest possible importance to the credulous, the unsuspecting. My
Brother, you and I need this. But if you have not learned it, I need not
preach it to you- thoug·h there may be some hope in your case as you are ·
not so self-willed as I am. It must not be infered that we must do as others
do, but simply keep out of their clutches- more anon.
\tYrite my BrotherTruly Yours
C. B. West"
"Garden Bottom, Nov . 20, 1853.
"Sabbath Evening. My Very Dear Precious Boys- Davy and Cally: "0 how your Dear Pa wants to see you! It must be cold winter in the
States; the snow falls fast and cold wind blows hard, and I think I see my
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Sweet little Boys stand and shiver and almost cry! Dear poor little DavyPoor dear little Cally. 0 How Pa could catch you up in his arms-press
you to his heart, and kiss you, and kiss you till his rough bearded face
had driven the naughty cold far away from my Sweet tender little Boys.
But the Good Lord made the cold, and He made it for our good. I know
you will not complain but be happy in the cold as well as in the warm.
It will soon pass away, and pretty merry Spring will come with its happy
little birds, and delightful flowers. Ah yes-and then Pa will be looking
out for his precious Birds, and his lovely Flowers ...
"0, my lovely Ones, do you try hard all th e time to be very kind ,
obedient praying Boys? Do you try to learn all you can- not be fretful
and cry but be patient and resolute? ...
"Anna, My Lovely Child- Today I was to preach the funeral of a Dear
Baptist Brother Bradley who got shot in the Indian ' 'Vars a short time
since but it ;vas so rainy I could not get out, neither would a congregation
have been collected. 'Hvo weeks from today, if no Providence prevents, I
shall probably attend to the Solemn Service. The young man was buried
at the Seat of vVar at the time of his death. But there is no time for funerals
at ' 'Var. Now that is all over, quiet is restored: and the Minister and the
Gospel have a warfare to wage ... "
The following letter from Ann Aug·usta gives a picture of life in the
Ohio home . She was then a few months under ten years of age:
"Defiance, December 15, 1853·
"My Very Dear Papa we received a letter on the gist. mailed Sept.
26th. ' 'Ve were very thankful to hear from you again. Mama is not very
well, her eyes are very sore so she cannot write. Ma and Davy has the ague
all the time. My health is much better. Cally is very well. Jenny and Abby
are fat as China pigs. I hope you will pardon me for not writing more
in our last- for Uncle Abram's wagon was passing by, and I was obliged
to send it then . Since we wrote you last, Uncle James has sold Uncl e
John's farm for 4000 dollars, 2000 clown. he thinks he can make another
payment next Spring. As Uncle James will not go. V'./e are sorry you
cannot leave your claim. Uncle James has wrote to Uncle John since he
sold. Mamma's health is so poor she thinks we had better go by wa ter.
' 'Ve hope to hear from you soon then we will know how to decide . vVe
will try to be ready by Spring. V'/e wish you would direct with regard to
selling our lot. Ma says she has a great deal to tell you but must wait until
she can see to write. How we should like to see and enjoy your n ew
home. have you any house Papa or have you a boarding place.
"Dear Papa I hope my name is written in heaven. I am trying to do
better. '"'e were very glad to move away from Uncle James where we
could have family worship once more.
"I do not think I have so much of the Holy Spirit of late but am trying
to do better. We thank you for your kind instructions. '"'e are trying to sell
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our Books but they go very slow. but few here can read much. We need
not ask an interest in your prayers. ' 'Ve know we have them.
I remain your Unworthy Daughter Ann A. West."
vVest had been led to believe that he would receive financial aid in
moving his family to Oregon when the John Hudson farm near Defiance
was sold.
'
Evidently the prosaic business of facing creditors and meeting the everyclay problems of life was reflected in letters which Mrs. ' 'Vest wrote her
husband. Here is one of his replies:
"DeaT TVife-0£ course I feel very anxious for your comfort and prosperity in the good things of this life, but as that has been both your study
and practice, and as you have aid at hand both able and willing to minister
in this department, my deepest anxiety, my greatest concern is for your
higher and holier advancement in intellectual and spiritual things. Every
clay establishes me more and more in the duty, the imperative obligation
of both personal and family consecration to the pure and entire service
of God. And 0! vVhat an inviting Field is here open before us! And how
gladly, how joyfully do they receive us!!
"If God spares us our dear children , and has given us so much light,
what will he require at our hands? 'To whom much is given, of him will
much be required.' I do cincerely thank God, and rejoice to know and
feel too that I have a ' 'Vife who appreciates my views, and seconds my
efforts to her humble activities. Take courage, Dear Lizy, that while you
can not open to their eager aspiring minds the scientific truths and
developments, yet the greater mysteries, the more glorious revelations, the
Sublime truths of the Blessed Bible, you have the key to. 0, take your little
charge, which God has given you; enter into His Audience Chamber;
present them on the Alter of Christ; ... Let not your anxiety for me,
for our temporal prosperity, for your speedy or safe removal to this fair
land of Labor and reward, absorb nor distract your mind, But settle yourself in perfect assurance that God will do all things well.
"I need not remind you of my need of your fervant and effectual
prayers ... 0 Surely God will bless you too!
' 'Vith Such Intercesson I remain
Your Devoted Husband
C. B. ' 'Vest"
"Garden Valley .Jany. 22, 1854.
"My Very Dear Precious Family- Yesterday I received a letter from you
elated Nov. 8. A week ago I got one elated Oct. 17. these are all I have
obtained from you in answer to all I have written since my arrival. I have
received none hom anyone else in the States. I have written to David,
Shadrach, James, Lydia and Mr. vVatters.
"In my heart I bless God that you are yet all alive, 0 how I sympathize
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with you in your afflictions and hardships. But your afflictions and Sacrifices I trust are for the Gospel of Christ. I hope the Lord will soon bring
you all to me and we shall be a mutual strength and comfort, and a blessing
when God may direct. My first Quarter of school closed with the year
without a day's loss. All Abundantly satisfied as reported the last day, and
school still prospering.
"In Religion we are also blessed. In two places where I preach, Coles
Valley and Flernoy's Prairie we are organizing churches; and the Lord
is blessing his \ 1Vorcl to the conviction and conversion of Souls. There has
been an application made for me as a Missionary for $300. to be sent to
me here, and $500, to be sent to my family, (care of]. R. Hudson) to
bear their expenses to Oregon. \1\Te have received no answer yet, but are
informed there will be no failure on the part of the Board if they get the
Letter of Application. I have written to David to come with you; also to
Brother vVatters to come."
[Coles Valley was about three miles clown the Umpqua and north of
\!Vest's claim. Flournoy Valley was about eight or nine miles south and west
of Garden Valley.]
"For health and safety on the Isthmus you cannot start too early, say
1VIarch or April. The Rail Road is completed across the en tire Isthmus.
[Th e Panama Railroad was built in 1855.] You will land at Portland,
Oregon. Decide when you will start and write me as long in advance as
possible, that I may meet you about the time you land. If I do not meet
you at Portland, come on to Oregon City ( 12 miles further), there you will
be met and taken care of by our Exploring Agent, Elder Ezra Fisher.
"And now my Dear \ 1\Tife, I am truly in Oregon-My fondest hopes
are more than realized. The great, the paramount blessing of health is
certainly all that dying mortals ca n desire. My afflictions have not bothered
me an hour since here. Not a death in this whole Valley yet, except the
old Indian Chief who has just died. The funeral is now being celebrated
near my school house.
"The people are flocking to the mines continually, even preachers, for
gold, gold. There are good diggings 15 miles from us. Coose Bay is the
great attracting point for Gold seekers. It is about 40 miles from us."
The black sand beach mines near the mouth of the Coquille were
discovered in the spring of 1853. 100
"My daily prayer is 'lead me not into temptation; ' And I do bless God
that I have no desire to Exchange God's :M ine for a Gold Mine. Ah, there
are treasures in the Blessed Bible, compairecl to which gold is but clung. I
have no doubt that God will give me my share of this world, if I labor to
restore to Him His claims in it. 0, Do pray for God's Kingdom, my Dear
Family all!-\1\Tith regard to our property with you, dispose of it as you
choose.
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"The first demands on my temporal resources of course are to provide
for my family- next to satisfy my Creditor."
A list of his creditors was given in the back of the diary :
"Edwin P helps
J ohn Tuttle
Stevens & Croz
H Hilton
Stev. & R ider
Stev. & Brown
T. Garret
J. G. Block
T. E. Minry [? ]
Kline [?]
Stevens
Dr. Allen
H Marcellus
J"'Wells
J. Kimball
Wm. Sheffield
B. Taylor
Wm. Carts
B. Slather [?]
A. ·w il helm [?]
Dr. Paul & Colby
S. R. Brown
J udgment
costs
J. J. Grimes
R T hrall
J. Grass
vVm Bircaw [?]
P. Evans [?]
S. S. Sprayer
Sprayer & Co
vVm. Teats
H. Sissions
Zeph [?]
A. H udson
J. H udson

75·
25
$5.
21
15.
14.
4·
3·
14·37
35
15
4
10.
10.
10
15
1

2
2
6.
28 .38
6o6 .
3·65
4·50
4·50
3·
16.8o
48.78
33·68
6.00
3.00
6.50
2.93·
75

note cr. act about 25.
juclg. D 'L1.ylor atty
Note
paid
(Dec. 2. 5.00 pa id)
paid
paid
Book Acct.
paid
Note
paid
paid
Book
paid
paid
paid
paid
Timber
paid
Book Timber
paid
paid
pel
" pel $6o.
pel
pel
acc't
pel
pel
Note
Bouton's D
pel
Lots
pel
paper
pel
pel
pel
Book acct
pel
tax ti tle
pel
judge Cr. 5.00
pel
"
pel
pel
pel
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It will be observed that the largest creditors were Mrs. \Nest's brothers,
Abram and James.
The following letter gives a good idea of \'Vest's ability as a narrator:

"Garden Valley, Jan. 23, 1854
"My Dear Beloved Anna"Last evening I wrote a letter in answer to Ma's and yours of Nov. 8th,
which I received night before last (Saturday eve.) And now I am set
down to converse a little with my Dear children. And what shall be our
subject my Love? Do you say Oregon- or Heaven. T.:'lke your choice- did
you say Oregon before you thought? 'Well then listen. Oregon, you know,
is a large, though not so very large, country, embracing extensive ranges
of lofty mountains, covered with tall straight evergreen trees; with here
and there a mighty towering mountainous Peak, reaching miles into the
sky, covered with perpetual snow, and seen from many hundred miles
distant. They appear composed of mighty massive Rock; piled up in the
utmost disorder, their craggy borders projecting, sometimes perpendicularly, at others over hanging, and frequently shooting up into separate
peaks, hundreds of feet, threatening the awe-struck admirer, as he gazes
upward and is told that detached fragments are sometimes cleft from
the mighty pile, and tumble and pitch thundering down into the Valley
below.
"Between these gigantic dikes which seem to have been scooped from
the fathomless depths of the Mighty Pacific by the Almighty Creator, are
ridges of Hills, and minor peaks, with scattering trees of spreading boughs,
clear of underbrush, and most richly carpeted with evergreen grass and
clover, figured and bedecked with most exquisit flowers with which
heaven's pattern could grace the Earth.
"And yet within the borders thus environing the intervening country,
lie spread out the most beautiful Valleys, meandering by Rivers, Creeks,
rivulets and Rills; and these fringed with a low growth of trees, schrubs
and vines gay in blossoms or more inviting still in bounteous lucious
fruit, ever emitting an arrowmatic fragrance equalled only by the tropical
Isles of the Sea ...
"May be you have not heard of the grand division of this Country. You
know we have a great River here; this separates the two countries. On
one side it is called Oregon; the other side is named in honor of a man
sometimes called the Father, and sometimes the Savior of his Country.
I live in Oregon, but the other country is reported to be far- far better
than this; very many are moving there, both from here and all parts of
the world. I do not know that the mountains are more lofty or grand
there than here. But the scenery is, I suppose, a thousand times more lovely
there than here. And notwithstanding it is so healthy here in Oregon, yet
it is much more so there, just on the opposite side of the River. Here we
have some colds, and occasional pains. There, they say, the people never
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take cold nor ever suffer the least pain. In Oregon, children become men
and women very quick; but then of course they must grow old, too; but
on the other side of the River, I understand they never become old. Do
you ask me if I believe this? You know, my Dear, that I am quite credulous,
easy to believe. But I think there is this advantage to credulity: the
credulous are easy of faith. You see I am inclined to believe all. So we
will go on . In Oregon people sell and drink liquor, gamble, fight and even
murder sometimes; but nothing of this kind exists on the other side of
the River. All are very pious there, yes, all, for they have a law that none
shall live on that side unless they are true Christians. I think by this time
you are wishing to live there. I too have thought much of it. But they
have no preaching nor teaching there. I suppose they just enjoy themselves as children would in a large, fine, grand house; filled with everything
good, svveet and beautiful. Some folks do not appear to think of anything
but enjoyment, you knm1;, caring but little to aiel others in the way of
happiness. I do not say this is the case with the people on the other side
of the River. But I think I am content to remain in Oregon and try to
reform the wicked and inform the ignorant ... "
"My Very Dear Little Boys:
Davy and Cally"Here is a letter for you . I hope you are all clear good Boys . I think you
are very industrious, aiding your Dear Mama all you can . ..
"I think you would like to be here with Papa, to climb the trees, and
hills and mountains; to gather nuts, berries, and flowers; to run over
the smooth meadows and pick up the pretty little white, red, and yellow
pebbles, and drive the cows, and catch and ride the ponies, drag the fish,
clucks, and geese to the house, when a kind neighbor or a poor Indian
shoots them for you . Hundreds of geese are killed here in a clay, the
feathers picked off, and then given to the hungry Indians. ' 'Ve have all
the deer and geese to eat we want; fish, beef and pork, all fresh and fine ...
"Last Sabbath while Pa was trying to preach, a good many Indians
came to hear, (as they often do,) and after they had listened some time
they went to the nearest house, and went in to worship. There was nobody
at home but an old lady, and she •·vas afraid, for she did not know what
they wanted . One Indian would preach and the rest would sing and
dance. The lady thought if she would give them food they might leave,
they took the bread, but continued their exercises. After a while they
went away, all but the Chief, who remained to inform us that his people
meant no harm. The Indians are all very careful not to offend the whites.
They frequently come to my meetings and school, and treat me with a
great deal of respect. Poor creatures, how I pity them. These Umpqua
Indians are a very inferior, dull, and idle tribe. Some tribes are very fine,
brave, interesting people, and all are friendly to the whites. I think it
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wou ld please and yet grieve my clear children to see the poor little Indian
Babes in a deep basket, swung to the backs of their mothers ."
"Friday morn, school room. Jany. 27 , 1854.
"My Dear Anna- l think you would \like to be a Missionary, and teach
the poor Indians. An Indian \ 1Voman has professed Religion. She is the
Preacher I spoke of above . She teaches her people to be good and kind
to the whites-to work-and to worship God as we do. To learn all they
can-obey the whites and try to be like them. They are very anxious to
be taught. I am so engaged with my school and preaching and other meetings that I have but little time to devote to the poor heathen, but I must
do all I can. The days will soon be longer, when I hope to help them more.
My Dears, pray much for them."
"My Dear Little Children all) Anna, Davy, Cally, Jenny, and Abby.
I will give you some directions which you must carefully observe and
obey in travelling- 1st 'L'1lk very little. 2ncl.-Be very gentle and loving to
each other. 3rd, Be very kind and respectful to all. 4th Be careful always
to keep together. 5th Never venture in a dangerous place . 6th Be strictly
obedient to ?via. 7th Be not bashful. 8th Be not bold. gth Be not forward
to show what you know, or what you are, or where you are going. 1oth If
questioned, modestly and frankly inform your auditors. 11th Be not
ashamed to confess Christ as your Master, and your unworthy Papa as
His servant. 12 . Be very faithful in your devotions. 13th Never be
frightened or fearful, but trust yourself entirely with the Good Lord,
remembering that the fearful and unbelieving displease God."
"Ma, If you will apply to a Baptist Minister in N. York, he will aid you
in obtaining a cheap and comfortable birth. And by letting it be known
that you are the wife of a regu lar Missionary, others, for the sake of the
Gospel of Christ, may regard you favorably.
" The Dear Lord have you all in His keeping and bring you safely to
His Unworthy Servant.
C . B. \Nest"
Here begins the second diary, written on foolscap paper sewed into a
book. The beginning and closing pages are missing.
"February 1854
" ... God bless om Dear little Church Union in Coles Valley! 0 make
it holy! Bless the clear people and gather them into His Kingdom! Dined
at Mr. Pierces. The Lord bless the family!"
[The Mary A. Pierce D. L. C. was in Coles Valley. John Pierce, Sr.,
died in 1855. A daughter married F . M . Goocle. 110 ]
"Bro. Stephens preached here at Garden Valley, three oclock, interestmg sermon.
"Prayer meeting in Evening at Bro. B. J. Grubbes. The Dear Lord
sweetly blessed .
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"Bro. Golden lodged with me enroute for Coose Bay with Bro. Stephens,
who is seeking a gospel opening there. God bless the effort."
vVm. Golclen 111 was a member of the first Board of Commissioners of
Umpqua County. His Donation Land Claim was about three miles above
Scottsburg.
"Feb. 7 Tues. Morn. S. R. [Schoolroom]
" ... \ tV rote a letter last night to Bro. Fisher. This morning Bro Stephens
leaves for Coose, via mountain route. A foggy way-cloudy prospects- and
rather a blind guide! The Lord overrule & bless!
"God bless Lotta with full salvation! 0 Lord, seal her for the Skies!
and still seek more of my clear pupils- Yea redeem all, all Gracious Lord!
"7th Tuesday Eve. S. R. Quite a pleasant clay, though very far below
the holy pattern, the Christian's true standard. Lotta has been for some
time very deeply affected. In every conversation with her, she is greatly
moved. To-clay I requested that she should retire before the Lord with
Mary. They immediately sought a secret place; when they returned, they
were so affected as to weep much and Mary cried aloud, and walked out
of the house until her feelings had subsided.
"God bless the clear children, and create them anew in Christ J esus!
"gth Thursday Eve. S. R. Last night at prayer meeting in Coles
Valley, cool, but firm. lodged at bro. Thrasher's. 0 that the Lord may
truly bless that community! .. ."
[The Thos. Thrasher D . L. C. was on the west side of the Umpqua in
Cole's Valley.]
"13th Mon. Eve. S. R. Thursday eve, good prayer meeting-general
good and deep feeling. Sister Raynor became very happy ... "
"Saturday visited Mr. Evans, Sen. bot 4 peach trees at .$ 1.5o-$6.oo
Rode to Flernoys Saturday eve the 11th designed to lodge at Bro. Culver's,
but wife confined. Stayed with Bro. \ IVright, who still shrinks from duty,
held a very close conversation with him. I think he is yielding. Sister
vVright is willing to aiel him in family duty. Lord bless them with the
full return of thy great Salvation!
"Did not preach as none attended, but Mr. Flernoy Sen. on account
of the heavy snow storm. I think I have n ever seen it snow so hard before
in my life. Bro. Flunoy greeted me with a Christian's salutation and a
Christian's heart. Truly the Lord has blessed him. 0 that he may be
established and comforted in Christ! Though some have been rather
backward, I think they are now about satisfied it is best to organize; but
as Bro. Stephens is gone it is not practicable at present. News has arrived
that the Indians are at war on the Coquille, and Bro. Stephens and party
may be in danger. The Lord overrule all things to His Glory."
Hoy B. Flournoy 112 settled in the valley which bears his name in 1850.
He had a family of fourteen children. He came from Missouri to California, then on to Oregon. His sons, Jones (or Jonas) and Rollin, had
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Donation Land Claims in the valley nearby. Rollin was later drowned
while fording the Umpqua River.
H. Culver's D. L. C. was about two miles east of the ·wright claim. The
Culver and "'Williams families were related. Sol. Culver's mother was a
Williams.
"Sa b. night stayed at Bro. Wooclruffs. all appears well there. This Monday eve. I feel, and have for several days fe lt, rather a barrenness ... I did
not preach last Sab. but Bro. Stephens filled my place. I dont know that
that should effect me so. I have been faithful also in prayer meetings but
have not been fully melted down. But I know I am not heavenly-minded
enough. I think and talk a great deal too much on everything else but
God, Grace, & Glory.
"15th 'i1Vednesday Eve . S. R. Rainy cannot attend prayer meeting
at Coles Valley. 0 Lord! bless thy people there and them who shall believe
on thee!
"How truly humble and thankful ought I to be, while the end of my
faith is being manifest before my eyes . Today the dear Antonettes 113 expressed to me their determination, from full hearts, and with tearful
eyes to live a life of prayer.
"17th Friday Eve. S. R. Last eve at prayer meeting, very few out, a
comfortable time. Have read the Judson Offering and Jewett on Baptism
this ·week, feel quite strengthened. Religious experience quite even; ...
"0 My Lord keep my heart off the cares, and domestic and rural pleasures awakening in prospect of the opening spring and the coming of my
clear family! But 0 that the scene of Calvary may absorb me quite! ... "
"Garden Valley. Feb. 17, 185<1
" My Very Dear Lizy"Most deeply does my heart throb in sympathy with my anxious, fearful
'ii\Tife, as I fancy her in calm retirement, consecrating herself and little
precious charge to Him who presides over the ocean as over the land! . . .
"'i,Vell saith the holy 'i1Vorcl of God that 'the love of money is the root
of all evil.' "
"18th Saturday vVent to my place or claim, about five & half acres
plowed- sowed a little lettuce and onions.
"'i,Valkecl to Coles Valley, held prayer meeting. Stayed with bro.
Willoughby Churchill, treated very brotherly, an interesting family."
[vVilloughby Churchill's Donation Land Claim was in Coles Valley
on the \vest side of the Umpqua.]
" ... proposed bro. Palmer [?] for a teacher in their community, recommended him to the people, are very anxious to get him. He is a clear
good brother-consecrated to God and the people. Have advised him to
leave my school and engage in teaching. I think he has some adaptedness
to it. He intends to adopt my principles and plans as far as he is capable.
has a good mind, and an excellent heart, may lack some aptitude and
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energy. The Lord bless and make him very useful!
"19th Sabbath Organized a Sabbath School in Coles Valley people
generally very much interested. Elected me (poor unworthy creature)
Superintendent, and left the appointment of all other officers and teachers
at my disposal. God grant me discretion and deep piety, that I abuse not
my trust, but that I may acceptably and effectually aid in the proper
relig·ious education of the dear youth and children of this anx ious people!
"Scarsely a professed Christian arrives in this whole country, but has
forgotten the Moses that led him through the wilderness, and cries out
for a golden calf, worshiping the Idol with all the zeal that in former
years he bowed before his Maker. Many professed Ministers of Christ hav e
left the sacred desk and are now wandering ·w ith the scattered and lost
sheep of the house of Israel; and it is fearful that many who yet have
the name of watchman, watch more for Gold than for God .. .
"Feb. 19 Sabbath Eve Just returned from Coles Valley. Org·anized
a Sab. Schl. and also tried to preach. A full congregation, very attentive ... "
"My Very Dearest Wife!
" ... School is prospering finely, I am preparing for a boarding school.
Can you bring with you an assistant? Say Lydia. Bring the Dear Girl with
you if you can. In every possible respect she can do well here .. ."
"After school preached from 'If any will come after me' &c Very full
house, and very attentive. The Dear Lord blessed his poor unworthy
servant. 0, most Holy Father, do truly bless that kind people! 0 enlighten,
fully convince, convict, and convert the noble hearts of Coles & Calapooia
Valleys! ...
"23rd Thursday Eve. S. R. Both Monday Eve & Tuesday Eve in
Secret devotion was much blessed- . . .
"Wednesday Eve. Attended prayer meeting at Coles Valley, good
attendance. The Lord blessed me much.
"Friday Eve Visited bro. Gillam."
Jefferson Gilham (Gillam, Gilliam) was an early resident of Garden
Valley.U·1 His Donation Land Claim was on the west side of the Umpqua,
opposite E. T. Grubbe's claim.
"Sabbath Preached at Bro. Wright's; very rainy clay, though good
congregation-made acquaintance with Bro. Mitchel of Mirror Vale. Sent
appointment there for 12th March 11 oclock at Mr. ·w illiams."
Apparently West used the name "Mirror Vale" in place of "Lookingglass Valley." A few years later Frederick Mitchell proved up on a homestead within a mile of the Williams' home.
"Sister ·wright gave me a pr. gloves, also some garden seed. Bro. H.
Flernoy appears fairly in the service of the Lord. May he be a great blessing. 0 Lord! bless that entire little neighborhood, and open an effectual
way into Mirror Vale!
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"Stopped Sa b. night at bro. Woodruff's. May the Lord keep him faithful
unto the end! and bless Mrs. 'N. in the full r edemption!
" Bro. N. Grubbe married to Miss Ann Gillam."
[Nelson Grubbe was a son of E. T. Grubbe and Ann was a daughter
of Jefferson Gillam.]
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